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.West Bengal State University
B.A./B.Sc./B.Com ( Honours, Major, General) Examinations, 2014

PART- III
PHILOSOPHY - HONOURS

Paper - VIII .
Duration : 4 Hours J [ Full Marks: 100

Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.

The figures in the margin indicate full marks.

~ ~~ ~ ~ CC1~ <n~~ I~~~~~~'~~I
( Vedantasara )

Group-A

.I Marks: 50 J

Answer Question No.1 compulsorily and any two from the rest within 600 words each.

1. Answer any four questions : 4 x 5 == 20

a) What is meant by 'Tatparya' ?

b) What do you understand by 'Sadhariacatustaya' ?

c) What is 'Anubandha' ?
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d) Distinguish between the meaning of a Vakya and a Mahavakya ?

e) What are 'Kamya Karma' and 'Nisiddha Karma' ?

f) How are the 'five great elements' [Pancamahabhuta] produced?

g) What is Upasana ? What is the necessity of Upasana ?

h) Distinguish between 'Parinama' and 'Vivarta'.

2. Explain. fully the Svarupalaksana and Tatasthalaksana of Brahman following
the Mangalacarana of Vedantasara, 7 + 8

3. a) Distinguishbetween Nimitta Karana and Upadana Karana,

b) Explain after Vedantasara, how Isvaracan be regarded as both Nimitta
and Upadana Karana of Jagat. 8 + 7

4. What is the distinction between Jivanmukti and Videhamukti ? Explain, in
detail, the essential characteristics of Jivanmukti. 5 + 10

5. Explain after Vedantasara, the nature of Nirvikalpaka Samadhi, What are the
means to its attainment? 9 + 6
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6. a) Explain the nature of Jahat La.ksana, Ajahat Laksana and

Bhagalaksana.

b) Which kind of Laksana has been adopted by the author to denote the
'Akhandartha' of the statement 'Tattvamasi' ? Discuss fully. 8 + 7

( Ryle )

Group -A.

[ Marks: 50 J

1 compulsorily and any two from the rest within 600 words each.

l. Answer any five questions: 5 x 4 = 20

a) What, according to Ryle, is a 'category mistake' ? Answer with an
example.

b) Give one criticism of the 'Dogma of the Ghost in the Machine', according
to Ryle.

c) What, according to Ryle, is the concept of volition?

d) Is 'intelligence' a kind of knowing how or knowing that?
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f)

e)

. g) Give an example of a dispositional term.

~'l\!)l>fb<P ~"<PfG"~ ~ f?R I

h) How does Ryle distinguish between voluntary and involuntary actions?

~ {3 \5It"'lM:<P ~ ~ ~ ~ 9{l~ ~ ?

2. What are the two types of 'Explanation' according to Ryle ? Discuss in detail. 15

~ ~ ~ ~ '<1of;n' ~ ~ ? ~ \5Ilt"11b"l1 ~ I

.3. Discuss critically Ryle's notion of 'Retrospection' in relation to self-knowledge. 15

\5fffi-~ ~ ~ '9f>'"61~~' ~\5<llLtfG ~ \511t"1lb"l1 ~ I

4.' Explain in detail, Descartes' theory of Mind-body lnteractionism.

C\S<pl(;~~ ~-~ ~~~~l<llLt ~ ~ \5Ilt"11b"l1 ~ I

15

5. What is Ryle's view of the Nature of Consciousness? 15

~~9f~~~~?

( Logic ) ( Special)
Group-A

~ost-~

[ Marks: 50 J

Answer Question No. 1 compulsorily.

~'1~~ ~ \5Il<lfArr<PI

1. Answer any four questions: 4 x 5 = 20

a) Prove that there is one and only one empty set.

~'l ~ QT ~ ~~ ~"<PfG" ~<1~ C<P<l"1~llfl ~~ I
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b) Are the following assumptions mutually consistent ? Show by Venn
diagram:

AnB'I;/\
AnC=/\
(AnB) - C = /\

c) Explain and illustrate the principle of extensionality for sets.

d) Use the truth tree method to show that the following two sentences are
logically equivalent:

(x)(Px & Qx),(x)Px & (x)Qx

e) Discuss briefly the paradoxes of C.l. Lewis's theory regarding entailment.

f) Explain equivalence relation with suitable examples.

Equivalence ~ ~ <RC'f "@"~ ~G1 ~ ~ ~ I

g) Show how the truth tree method can be used to test consistency.
,

~ ~ >1~~ro~ domain, counter domain '6 field Rc;fu ~ I

h) What are the domain, counter domain and field of the relation of being a
father?



2.
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Section-I

Answer anyone question.

a) Translate the following sentences into set theoretic notation:

i) Nowitness is both sane and a liar.

~~~~~'S~~~I

ii) Penguins have wings.

C9Ff~~ \Wl1 ~I

iii) The apostles are twelve in number.

-ijT'eBf ~ ~~~ <llt~Ii8T"'I I

b) What is wrong with the following argument?
Socrates is a man,
Men are numerous,
.'. Socrates is numerous.

~~~f&~~:

>1ijij>f&>1~ ~'

~~~~~,

.'. >1ijij>f&>1~ ~~~ I

c) Let, A = the set of all even positive integers, B = the set of all integers
which are greater than 10, then find the following: 2 + 2

~0 ~. A = ~'1l '>iI'f~ '1.~~~ C>ib, B = 1 O-~~ C<llif '>j<f '1.~~~ C>ib,

~1~~ ~ C>ib~M Rc;fu ~ :
AuB
B-A

3
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d) Give an example of sets A, B, C, D and E satisfying the following
conditions : 4

e)

DeE

Find the value of the following: 1

a) Test the validity of the following argument by Venn diagram: 5

A~-(BvC)

B~ -(AvC)

:. B = 1\

b) Test by Venn diagram whether the following propositions are consistent
or not: 5

(A (') B) - C = 1\

c) Let A = I· Madison, Pinckney, 2 } and R = 1 < I, 1 >, < Madison,
Pinckney >, < I, 2 > l then classify the relation according to the
properties they do or do not have (e.g. reflexive, symmetric, not
antisymmetric, not transitive etc.). 5
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~ A = 1 Madison, Pinckney, 2 } ~<f~ R = I < 1, I >, < Madison,

Pinckney>, < 1, 2 > }~ ~ ~ 'f1 property-s fu~ ~~ ~ (Relatio
-l:'
CI
z

Section-II

Answer anyone question. lx15=15

4. a) Test the following argument for validity by the truth tree method:

~~ ~~ ~ ~ ~fu;m~'t<f~ m-rn ~ :
(3x)Px,

(x)('Px·~ Qx)
(3x)Qx

3

b) Use the truth tree method to show that the following two sentences are
logically equivalent. 4

(3x)(Px v Qx),(3x)Px v (3x)Qx

d) Test the following arguments for validity by truth tree method: 3-t3

c) Use truth tree method to show that the following sentence is a logical
truth: 2

(x)xLx -v al:a

~~_ ~ ~T ~ ~fu,~~.'t<f~ m-rn ~ :
i) (x)( x'Tm >» hTm), - hTm / :. -(3x )xTm
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ii) Everyone whom Alma loves, loves Alma. .'. If Alma loves everyone,
everyone loves Alma.

~ ~ ~It¢jl;ql~. ~ \5l1¢j~lt<qS~It¢jl;qlt)j I ~~. ~ ~ )j;qI~t<qS

~It¢jl;ql~ ~ ~ \5lJC'l~lt<qS~It¢jl;ql~ I

5. Define philosophical logic & mathematical logic. Explain their relationship. In
this context, following P. K. Sen, explain how modern logic is relevant to
philosophy. 2 + 2 + 5 + 6

~ ~ '8 ~~ ~ ")j"~~ W,I ~~ ~ <l~ ~I ~~ ~, P.K. Sen

\31~~, ~ \5l1~ ?£f\g;f<liOOR ~ 9fN ~ \5T<l~ ~ I

OR/~

Explain P. K. Sen's view on entailment. 15

Group - B

[ Marks: 50 J

1. Write an essay on anyone of the following topics of Indian Philosophy
( within 1500 to 20qO words) : 25

~ooo~~) :

a) Sankara and Ramanuja on the nature of Maya

b) Moksa in Indian Philosophy
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c) Nyaya and Bauddha view on Samanya

d) Vaisesika Paramanuvada

e) Theories of causality in Indian Philosophy.

2. Write an essay on anyone of the following topics of Western Philosophy
( within 1500 to 2000 words) : 25

~ooo ~ ~wrr ) :

a) Empiricist and Rationalist view on the. concept of Substance

b) Kant on the possibility of synthetic a priori judgments

c) Views of Descartes, Spinoza and Leibnitz concerning mind-body relation

d) Cartesian scepticism and. Hume's scepticism

e)· Locke's theory of Knowledge and Leibniz's theory of Knowledge.
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( Practical Vedanta)
Group-A

[ Marks: 501

Answer Question No. 1 compulsorily and any two from the rest within 600 words each.

1. Answer any four questions within 150 words each: 4 x 5 = 20

a) Explain the notion of 'morality' after Vedanta tattva.

b) Is Advaitavada contradictory to Dvaitavada ?

c) Is the state of Advaita merely an ideology ? Or can it be attainable ?
Discuss according to Swamiji's Vedanta.

~ ~ ~ ~ '6lILf~11!l ? ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Uf1\5 ~ 9fmR ?

~I~~~ c<lLfI~C~~'1 ~ ~ I

d) What is Isvara according to Vedanta? Discuss briefly after Vivekananda.

e) Briefly explain after Swamiji's Practical Vedanta, 'the ways of winning
weakness' (Durvalata).

~I~~~ ~~ c<flOO"~'1 ~ .~ ~ ~ ~9frn' ~ "'~~9f <m~

~I

f) How does the concept of self-sacrifice follow from the nature of man ?



~9jC~l,*li'~M ~ ~<f~ \5l ~~ "@"9frn ~ ? f<lC<l<W:H.<q~~ ~~ 'l~

~~I
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g) What is 'Aporaksanubhuti' and how can it be attained? Briefly state aft ~
Vivekananda's view on Vedanta.

2. Answer any two questions : 2 x 15 = 30

a) How can self-confidence as an ideal bring maximum good in human life?
Explain after Practical Vedanta of Vivekananda.

'5Il~f<I~Pl ~9j ~ ~ ~H<l~<l("I~ ~ ~'1'll~ ~ ~ \5l

f<I(<l<f5Hc<q~ <l1<l~1P.l<f5~ ~~ ~ <m~ ~ I

b) What is the real nature of man? Explain after Practical Vedanta.

c) Explain in detail how one can construct and lead his life, in the light of
'Practical Vedanta'.

~~ ~ ~ '5IlcC1lC<f5~ ~ ~ '8 ~9R ~ ~ \5l

f<lQ!1P.l\!)~1(<l~ I

d) Explain the ideal of Universal Religion after Vivekananda's 'Practical
Vedanta'.

f<lC<l<pHc<q~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~ 'f<I·JISt~"I ~ ~' ~ '5I1CC1l&<iI

~I
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( Communi~~Manifesto)
Group -A

[Marks: 50 J

Answer Question No. 1 compulsorily and any two from the rest within 600 words each.

1. Answer any four questions : 4 x 5 = 20

a) What is the concept of 'Class' according to Marx?

b) Why do Marx and Engels regard the proletariat as the only revolutionary
class?

c) Write a short note on the Communist League and the publication of the
Communist Manifesto.

d) Write a short note on private property and family after Marx and Engels.

~ ~~~. ~,~a,.>1.'qs~9 ~ cnfu>~ ~ ~~~ 9ff.~ ~ ~~N~00

~I

e) Explain after Marx and Engels the nature of the bourgeoise class.

f) What does Marx actually mean by dictatorship of the proletariat?
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g) What do Marx and Engels mean by the recurrent crisis of capitalism?

~~Ctll~ C9fR~~ ~ <l~ ~ '8 ~.~ ~ ~ ?

h) What is reactionary socialism ?

2. What does Marx mean by Feudalistic Socialism? How does he criticize this
doctrine ? 6 + 9

>11~@!)lffiI<p>j~I\9i\5tll ~ ~ ~ ~ ? ~~ ~ ~ ~ >j~lCG1Ib"'l1<pt~C~ ?

3. "Proletariats have nothing to lose but their chains." Bring out the implications of
the statement. 15

4. What is communism? Is it inevitable? Explain in the light of Marxist theory.

9+6

5. "Every class struggle is a political struggle." Explain clearly the implications of
this observation of Marx. 15

( Dharma: Rabindranath Tagore )
Group -A

~'5f - ~

[ Marks: 50 J

Answer Question No. 1 compulsorily and any two from the rest within 600 words each.

1. Answer any four questions : 4 x 5 = 20

a) Discuss, in brief, after Rabindranath Tagore the two aspects of human
nature.
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b) Which one is the day of festivity for human beings? State after Tagore's

essay 'Utsaber Din' ?

d) What does Tagore mean by 'freedom' ? Discuss.

c) State Tagore's view regarding individualism as expressed in his essay
'Tatah kim'.

e) What should be the object of our prayer ? Explain after Rabindranath
Tagore.

1) How does Rabindranath explain the four Asramas ?

~Qf b~~Ie1~(<p ~ <m~ <P(~(~"'l ?

g) Why is attainment of humanity not easy for human beings ? Discuss
following Rabindranath.

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 0"fN c<Ff ? ~Qf"«p ~q <l'i@'5lIC'1lb"'l1~ I

h) How does Tagore explain the Upanishadic dictum 'know thyself?

'~~ f<mil' "@-~ ~~ ~~I<pI<lI(<P~Qf ~ <rn~ <P(~(~"'l ?

2. "Pain makes human beings great, it makes 'human beings conscious of their
greatness." Explain. 15

"~~ '1:~ ~I"rl(<p ~~ <l'i@, ~li~(<P \5!l9R ~ ~ \9l1~ ~ ~ 0m"f I"

<m~~1

3. How does Tagore explain the endless diversity of this universe on the one hand
and the non-dual ultimate reality on the other hand in his essay 'Pracin
Bharater Ekah' ? 15



5.
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"Truth manifests itself in bliss and bliss manifests itself in truth." Explain. 1 C; 6
••~~~~~~~~~~~I·'<m~~1 ~~~

~
"... the opposite of perfection is void, but imperfection is not opposed to
perfection, rather it is the manifestation of perfection." How does Tagore
illustrate this view? 15

4.

......9f.~ R~~, ~ ~'1~ '1~ R~~, ~~, ~ '1~ ~ I"

~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~ ~ f<l<!lIM~ <t5t~C~"'l ?
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( Practical and Environmental Ethics )
Group -A

~~~~

[ Marks: 501

r Question No.1 compulsorily and any two from the rest within 600 words each.,

~ .,~ 2P!t '5l1<1~ 'B \5f9R1 QT c<I5R ~ ~ ~ ~ ~oo ~ 'm~ fVR I

Answer any four questions: 4 x 5 = 20

a) Bring out the nature of human rights.

~~ ~9f <1"c:f.n ~ I

b) What is meant by gender discrimination?

c) How is overt racism different from covert racism?

d) Discuss the nature of Liberal feminism.

~~ "ll.~ ~9f ~ ?

e) What are the different types of suicide?

'5l1~~\!)!1 <IS?-T~ 'B f<fs- ~ ?

f) Discuss the concept of Anthropocentrism.

1t<PRr<P~T<rfIf ~ '5llt"1lb"ll ~ I

g) Is terrorism ethically acceptable?

>1tili>l<1liOf~ (;qf\:,<P~It<1 ~~ ?
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h) What is ecology ?

<mpl~~ <m<f5 <fCO'f?

i) Can war be supported morally?

~ f<ri 't-i~~~I'<l~~ ~ ~ ?

j) Give arguments in support of the conservation of nature.

~ ~~~9 ~ ~9Wll' ~ Wr I

2. Discuss critically the arguments against suicide.

\5l1~~\blf~R9fN ~~~r ~ ~<f~ mrn ~ I

3. What is voluntary euthanasia? Is voluntary euthanasia morally justified?
5 + 10

15

4. What is environment? Elucidate the nature of environmental ethics. 5 + 10

5. What is feminism ? Discuss in this connection, the main tenets of radical
feminism. ·5+ 10

Group - B

~'5f - ~

[ Marks: 50 J

1. Write an essay on anyone of the following topics of Indian philosophy ( within
1500 to 2000 words) : 25

~ ~ ~ ~~~ Ql ~ I!I~ ~'9@ ~ ¥f~ ( ~~oo C~

~ooo~~) ;

a) Pramana in Indian philosophy

~~~9

b) Pararnanuvada ( Nyaya-Vaisesika view)
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c) Relation between Jiva and Brahman in Vedanta philosophy.

d) Concept of Moksa in Indian philosophy

e) Anekantavada and Syadvada.

2. Write an essay on anyone of the following topics of Western philosophy ( within
1500 to 2000 words) : 25

~ooo~~) :

a) Plato's theory of Idea

b) Scepticism of Hume

c) Kant's theory of Space and Time

d) Concept of Idea in Western philosophy

e) Leibnitz's Monad.


